




DutchAudioClassics.nl is your ultimate destination for all information related to vintage digital audio equipment from the renowned brands Philips and Marantz.

Our website provides a wide range of resources including technical specifications, photographs, user reviews, and information about the development and technologys of CD players. Stay up to date with the industry developments of the past, not only about the vintage audio equipment but also about the development of the Compact Disc and its technicalities.











Philips LHH2000 professional cdplayer system




The Philips LHH2000 Professional Compact Disc Player System comprises, in its simplest form, a CD-player plus a Control Panel which incorporates a Command Module and a Function Module. The flexibility of the concept is such, that it is possible ...


Read more
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44 years ago, Philips introduced the Compact Disc System to the world - March 8, 1979




On March 8, 1979, Philips, the Dutch consumer electronics company, unveiled a revolutionary new medium that would forever change the way we listen to music. The event took place in Eindhoven and was attended by press representatives from across Europe...


Read more
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Hugo Vananderoye - The design of the Philips CD100




In the early 1980s, the world of music technology was about to be transformed forever with the introduction of the revolutionary Philips CD100 CD player. Designed, developed, and built in the Philips factory in Hasselt, Belgium, this game-changing product...


Read more
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Timeline 1969-2009 - The development of the Philips Compact Disc System




Step back in time and discover the history of the revolutionary Philips Compact Disc System. Our timeline charts the development of this game-changing technology, from its humble beginnings to its...


Read more
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Interview with Hans Mons - A pioneering figure in the development of the Compact Disc




Dutchaudioclassics had the opportunity to interview Hans Mons, a pioneering figure in the development of the Compact Disc. In this interview, Hans Mons delves into his role in the development of the ALP and his experience during the process....


Read more
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Philips TDA1541 prototype




The Philips TDA1541 Prototype Chip offers a unique glimpse into audio history. Crafted in 1984 at the Philips Anton Niko 3 (A/N3) plant in Nijmegen, the TDA1541 Prototype represents an early stage in Philips' pursuit of audio innovation.....


Read more
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Philips DPM7 digital amplifier 1987 review




In this year, digital fever will truly take hold: CD, digital cassette, digital satellite radio - so why not operate amplifiers with bits instead of analog voltages? This opens up entirely new possibilities for shaping sound. We got a glimpse of what's to come with a Philips prototype....


Read more
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Philips DAC960 d/a converter




With the Philips DAC-960 Philips, acknowledged master-craftsman of Compact Disc, set the standards for the future of Digital Audio. This is a world first - a 3-in-1 unit for digital audio signal processing featuring: a digital source...


Read more
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Philips CD880 1988 brochure




When Philips introduced the Compact Disc, the world was enthralled by the incredible quality of crystal-clear CD sound. Since then, Philips has driven the development of laser optics so significantly that today's state-of-the-art technology...


Read more
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Philips LHH A200 Power Buffer Amplifier




In audio amplifiers designed for natural music reproduction, dynamic characteristics that respond to quickly changing music signals and flat phase characteristics are more important than simply improving static specifications...


Read more
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Overview of Philips TDA1541-based cdplayers




Journey through audio history with these meticulously crafted CD players, each featuring the iconic Philips TDA1541 DAC chip. From the renowned Philips CD880 to the revered Marantz CD-94, immerse yourself in warm, natural sound...


Read more
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Philips IN900 Insulator




In 1993, Philips introduced the 900 series, a highly successful line that revolutionized the world of Hi-Fi audio. What set it apart was its intuitive, self-thinking user experience made possible by digital...


Read more
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For sale NOS Philips TDA1541A S2 Double Crown 11264 RSH 9713 3 Taiwan




For sale NOS Philips TDA1541A S2 Double Crown 11264 RSH 9713 3 Taiwan


Read more
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Marantz SA1 SACD player 4x TDA1547




Presenting the new reference standard in digital audio - the Marantz Reference Series SA-1 Super Audio Compact Disc (SACD) Player. The Marantz SA-1 represents...


Read more
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For sale NOS Philips TDA1540 H8027 white ceramic




For sale NOS Philips TDA1540 H8027 white ceramic


Read more
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For sale NOS Philips TDA1541A S1 Single Crown 11121 HSH8931 2




For sale NOS Philips TDA1541A S1 Single Crown 11121 HSH8931 2


Read more
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Grading process of the Philips TDA1541A into standard, R1 and S1 grades




Philips has adopted a grading process to pick out those which offer the best performance. When the finished doped and etched silicon wafer emerges from the semi-conductor plant, it carries many dozens...


Read more
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For sale NOS Philips TDA1541A S1 single crown 11128 HSH8918 2




For sale NOS Philips TDA1541A S1 single crown 11128 HSH8918 2
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For sale NOS Philips TDA1541A S1 double crown 11238 hsh9431 2




For sale NOS Philips TDA1541A S1 double crown 11238 hsh9431 2
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For sale Philips TDA1541A S1 Single Crown HSH8805 2 Y Q-selection




For sale Philips TDA1541A S1 Single Crown HSH8805 2 Y Q-selection
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For sale Philips TDA1541A R1 10760 HSH8801 2 Y




For sale Philips TDA1541A R1 10760 HSH8801 2 Y
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Philips DAT850




The Philips DAT850 is a unique and rare gem in the world of digital audio. Produced in 1991, this machine was developed during a time when Philips was also working on the Digital Compact Cassette (DCC) format...


Read more
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RCA Press release Compact Disc - 1983




We are excited to present a historic press release from 1983, featuring John F. Pfeiffer, Executive Producer at RCA Red Seal. As a noted composer, engineer, record producer, and author, Mr. Pfeiffer was one of the most respected figures in the field of sound recording during his time....


Read more
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Marantz CD95 DR transport




The Marantz CD95 DR, a CD transport unit designed to work seamlessly with the PM-95 amplifier, which comes with its own D/A converter. It's very similar to the Philips LHH1001 and CD12, showing how closely these devices match up in quality and design....


Read more
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Philips LHH1000




The Philips Reference Series LHH 1000 is now the standard by which other compact disc players will be measured. Other companies may claim state-of-the-art technology but the world's most particular audiophiles-Philips engineers-have achieved it, designing a technological masterpiece...


Read more
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Marantz CD12 LE




Clearly, Marantz has attempted to design and build a reference CD player and has spared no expense in doing so. Aesthetically, the two units are attractive and, mounted one above the other, give the impression of elegance and style that i'm sure was intended...


Read more
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Marantz CD7




At the very top of the Reference range stands the Marantz CD-7, a multi-bit design with unsurpassed rhythmic intensity an a quality of dynamics and pace more usually associated with the recording studio. At its heart is the legendary 'Double Crown' digital-to-analogue converter...


Read more
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Marantz CD15




At the very top of the Reference range stands the Marantz CD-7, a multi-bit design with unsurpassed rhythmic intensity an a quality of dynamics and pace more usually associated with the recording studio. At its heart is the legendary 'Double Crown' digital-to-analogue converter...


Read more
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Marantz CD11 LE




The Marantz CD-11 Mk II (Limited Edition) is so far the most deluxe implementation in a complete CD player of the Philips SAA7350 cum Philips TDA1547 chip set discussed by David Rich in Issue No. 16....


Read more
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Review Philips LHH2000 Professional Broadcast cdplayer




The Dutch inventor of the Compact Disc introduces the Professional LHH2000 Compact Disc player. The professional model for 35,000 Deutsche Mark...



Read more
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Philips in Optical Disc Mastering - May 1985




 The complexity of the new concept, technologies and equipment, together with the allied costs involved in the production of Compact Discs, naturally precludes the installation of mastering equipment in every recording studio. For these reasons, initially, customized mastering and replication ...


Read more
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Ten billion bits on a disk - 1979




Compact, high-power laser diode systems should make optical-disk recorders attractive for general office use. Their price/performance ratio will make possible such devices as electronic filing cabinets for electronic mail. For these applications, they have...


Read more
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Gijs Bouwhuis - Founder of compact disc and wafer stepper




Gijs Bouwhuis was a Frisian man who was born and raised on December 2nd 1929 in Wolvega, the Netherlands. He entered military service in 1948 and later became an assistant at the NatLab in 1951, where he worked...


Read more
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Compact Disc Jewel Box - Peter Doodson




When the compact disc was launched, consumers not only had to contend with a brend new audio format, but also with a new and radical style of packaging. The familiar cardboard and paper sleeves used by LPs and seven-inch singles...


Read more
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Philips ISP M-SRC mini sampling rate converter




The Mini Sampling Rate Converter (MSRC/PE) is the new miniature solution for interfacing between digital devices with different sampling rates. Its excellent performance and its ease-of-use make the MSRC suitable for many applications...


Read more
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Early PolyGram Compact Disc Brochure




The Compact Disc, or CD, was a revolutionary technology in the world of music. Developed jointly by Philips and Sony, the CD was first introduced to the market in the early 1980s. One of the first companies to embrace the new technology was PolyGram...


Read more
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Compact Disc Digital Audio logo




The Compact Disc logo was developed by Philips in the early 1980s. The development of the Compact Disc format was a joint venture between Philips and Sony, with the goal of creating a new...


Read more
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15 april 1981 - World presentation of the Compact Disc Digital Audio System




In April 15, 1981, Austrian conductor Herbert von Karajan (1908-1989) organized a press conference at the ORF regional studio in Salzburg to introduce...


Read more
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Marantz CD880J




The Marantz CD880J is a new achievement from the Philips Marantz Group, which continues to pursue the ideal of faithful reproduction of the music itself...


Read more
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Philips Annual Report Compact Disc




In 1983, Philips marked a milestone in the history of the compact disc by presenting the visiting press with a CD that was not just a demonstration of...
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Marantz CD84 brochure - 1984




As a partner of Philips, Marantz has played an active role in the development of the CD (compact disc), a disc that has the enormous capacity and potential to fulfil Marantz's passion for music...


Read more
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Marantz CD333 pre-production cdplayer




In 1982, Marantz introduced their first CD player, the CD63, to the market. However, prior to its release, the company had originally intended to give it the type designation "CD333."...


Read more
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Marantz CD73




The styling of the gold-colored Marantz CD73 Compact Disc player matches that of other Marantz audio components. Its low -profile design...


Read more
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Philips in the media 1979 - 1988




The development of the Philips compact disc system was a groundbreaking achievement in the world of digital audio...


Read more
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Cyrus Discmaster - Philips CDM9 Pro




Long-awaited and literally years in the making, Mission Group's new Cyrus CD players are emerging at last. First to appear is the upmarket two-box combination of Discmaster CD transport...


Read more
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Pricelist Philips CD100, CD200, CD300 August 1983




A fantastic insight into great times. A price list of the Philips CD100, CD200 and CD300, from August 1983...


Read more
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Unknown LHH compact disc player - information wanted




This unknown LHH compact disc player was offered for sale on Ebay in 2008 along with a Philips LHH2000 and some parts....


Read more
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Extension warranty offer letter Philips Compact Disc owners




In the early days of the compact disc, Philips offered a warranty extension for its compact disc players, recognizing the revolutionary nature...


Read more
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8 March 1979 - The introduction of the Philips Compact Disc System




In May 1978, Philips announced that they were working on an audio PCM disc; at a seminar held at their headquarters in Eindhoven coincidentally with the Festival du Son, they introduced their 'Compact Disc' system to journalists...


Read more
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Optoelectronic age from Philips - 1979




The sound disc achieves high-fidelity reproduction by irradiating a laser beam onto the disc surface, which is engraved with billions of single pits. The reflected rays are converted into electrical...


Read more
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The Philips Bitstream method. An introduction




Digital recording is a way of expressing sound in coordinates. For example, suppose you have a curve like that shown in Fig. 1-a. You could transcribe it, or trace it on a thin sheet...


Read more
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Philips & Marantz audio magazine advertising




Over the years, Philips and Marantz have placed wonderful advertisements in various audio magazines. Here are some of these beautiful advertisements.


Read more
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Philips Speaker System 1992




Reproduction of a stereo image as close as possible to the raw sound field. This is what Philips considers to be the requirement for a reference speaker. Philips has been preserving the traditions...


Read more
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The wordmark Philips and the Philips Shield emblem




In forms of the wordmark Philips and the Philips shield emblem as laid down in this standard are in accordance with those described in Concern standard UN-D 1111 dated 31-3-1969...


Read more
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Marantz CD94 blog




After buying my first Marantz CD-94 in 2005, it struck me that this CD player never left my mind after I sold it. Today I own three Marantz CD-94s and numerous spare parts for them. After reading...


Read more
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Philips 'fake' compact disc inserts




In the early 1980s, when Philips introduced the Compact Disc, Philips wanted to give the impression that there were many CD titles available in music shops. After all...


Read more
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Lou Ottens




Lou Ottens was a natural tinkerer. He was born in Bellingwolde, the Netherlands, where his parents, Frederika (Sievers) and Jan Ottens, were both teachers...


Read more
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Philips Compact Disc System folder - January 1979




The Philips Compact Disc System folder from January 1979 is a valuable piece of history that offers insight into the early days of compact disc technology. This folder, which was previously owned by Dieter Radecki...


Read more
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Philips F8421 compact disc player (Early Philips CD100) - 1982




Things are getting serious with the digital disk. In the spring of next year a number of manufacturers will come onto the market with their CD players...


Read more
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Perfecting the Compact Disc System - The six Philips/Sony meetings - 1979-1980




The year 1979 is one of the most important years in CD development history. World renowned Dutch electronics manufacturer Philips brought a prototype CD player...


Read more
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Philips Compact Disc Digital Audio presentation Press Kit 27 may 1981 New York




After Sony and Philips reached an agreement on the Compact Disc Digital Audio after 6 meetings, they officially presented the format in a press conference held at the Plaza Hotel in New York on may 27, 1981.


Read more
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Eindhoven 8 March 1979 - Worldpremiere - Philips introduces the Compact Disc




It was so quiet in the wood-paneled room that you could hear a handkerchief fall. All of a sudden, brass blasted off with tremendous dynamism, violin bows whirred over the strings so that the collophonium became formally...


Read more
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Philips LHH A700 Power Buffer Amplifier & Philips LHH S700 Passive Line Selector




NFB (Negative Feed Back) is a basic technology for transistor amplifiers. This technology...


Read more
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Marantz CD95




Marantz has a consistent concept for its CD players: to reproduce music beautifully as music and to satisfy the hearts and minds of people who value music. The Marantz CD-95 is...


Read more
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Philips 900 series




Mankind once again encountered a new technology. The digital compact cassette, or DCC, Philips has always been a pioneer in this field. The Philips CD factory is located in Hasselt...


Read more
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Philips LHH1000 CD Player System brochure




Since launching the first CD player almost ten years ago, Philips, as the CD originator...
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Marantz Music Link CD23




Retuming to serious high-end manufacturing has always been a 'given' with Marantz, probably because the company never stopped flirting with it. Even during those...


Read more
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Philips SACD1000




In the early 1980s, Philips and Sony introduced the compact disc, which was a resounding success. CD technology, which initiated the transition from...
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Philips SACD1000 Development Sample




The Philips SACD1000 development sample is a true piece of audio history. Developed in the late 1990s, the SACD format was created to offer a higher quality...


Read more
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Philips SACD10-PE Engineering Sample




The Philips SACD10-PE Engineering Sample is a precursor to the Philips SACD1000. All Philips SACD10-PE Engineering Sample were composed of existing DVD player parts...


Read more
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Philips Compact Disc related videos




Dutchaudioclassics is proud to present a glimpse into the past with a collection of videos dedicated to the exciting period of the introduction of the Compact Disc Digital...
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Philips Pinkeltje cubic meter electronics




The table next to the player held a cubic meter of electronics, hidden from sight by a black cloth. A few cables were used to connect the mechanics of the player...


Read more
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Marantz Project D1




The Marantz Project D-1 uses the latest multi-bit technology to pursue the limits in the CD format. The flagship model aims at high-dimensional...


Read more
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Philips LHH1000




The Philips Reference Series LHH 1000 is now the standard by which other compact disc players will be measured. Other companies may claim state-of-the-art technology...
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Marantz CD12/DA12 development mule - an interview with David Prakel




In the early days of the compact disc digital audio format, companies were racing to develop the best and most...
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Brochures




Check out our new brochure section. We have several Philips and Marantz brochures for sale!


Read more
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Milan 1984 - Joop Sinjou presents the First Philips car compact disc prototype




On November 9 1983, Mr. Joop Sinjou, Dutch engineer and inventor of the Compact Disc system, presented the first Compact Disc prototype for cars here in Milan. ...


Read more
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Philips F8421 compact disc player (Early Philips CD100) - 1982




Things are getting serious with the digital disk. In the spring of next year a number of manufacturers will come onto the market with their CD players...
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Philips decoding ICs for cdplayers - 1989




Although the majority of popular compact-disc players on the market offer 16-bit x4 times oversampling, it is by no means certain that this is the standard for...


Read more
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Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format




As digital technologys find application in more and more branches of electronic engineering, the time cannot be far when audio equipment is also interconnected by digital interfaces...


Read more
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1987 - The Compact Disc




In the mid -1970s, engineers at the Dutch electronics company Philips felt they had developed just what the world had been waiting for. They called it the Laser -Vision videodisc...
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1989 - The year of the D/A converter




1989 may well become the year of the D/A converter (DAC). CD-player manufacturers have, almost without exception, launched research projects focusing on this problem area...


Read more
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Philips L300 line transformer




Inheriting the design concept of output transformers adopted by LHH series, including the Philips professional CD player LHH2000, which has a good reputation in broadcasting stations...
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Marantz CD7 review




This £3,500 CD spinner amazed the world when it came out with an older digital converter than the model it had replaced. Inside was the very best Double Gold Crown version of the TDA1541...


Read more
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The emergence of the Compact Disc | January 2010




In the 1970s the high-fidelity (Hi-Fi) record player and its LP (long play) vinyl record became increasingly the weakest product ...
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Philips/Marantz DPM7 Digital Processing pre-main amplifier prototype - TDA1541 HHH8714 1 Y




The Philips/Marantz DPM-7 Digital Processing pre-main amplifier prototype is a true treasure from the early eighties. Only 60 units were handbuilt by the skilled technicians at Philips in Eindhoven...


Read more
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Philips Dynamic Element Matching (DEM) for TDA1541 and TDA1541A




The TDA1541 contains a 10bit passive current divider and a 6 bit dynamic current divider for each channel. The dynamic current divider...


Read more
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Philips TDA1541 manufacturing codes and markings




The product manufacturing codes marked on the envelopes of discrete semiconductors and ICs are listed in full in specification SNW-SZ-602. For discrete semiconductors...
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Marantz Special Edition CDPlayers - Ken Ishiwata




“When I first heard CD I was shocked”, Marantz brand ambassador Ken Ishiwata tells me. “I felt the potential of what you could do...


Read more
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Philips LHH300R cdplayer




The Philips LHH300R features the Philips CDM-9 for the pickup mechanism. It achieves excellent response and high reading accuracy. Furthermore, the D/A...
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Marantz CDA94 d/a converter




The Marantz CD-94 player and CDA-94 D/A converter not only are perfectly matched cosmetically, but are intended...
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Interview with Joop Sinjou




Joop Sinjou started working for Philips in 1952 and throughout his career he worked on the development of audio-video products such as radiogrammofoons, portabels...
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Cambridge Audio DAC3 & CD3M - 4x Philips TDA1541




July 1990 - The rejuvenated Cambridge Audio company showed a new two-box CD player, the CD3M/DAC3, based on their existing CD3...


Read more
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Cambridge Audio CD2 - 4x Philips TDA1541




Things have slowed somewhat this year. The newest machines don't sound that much better than the 1987 models, and in fact some of last year's players are still considered among...
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First impressions of the compact disc systems - December 1982





July 1986 - It now seems certain that discs and players for the Philips/Sony Compact Disc digital playback system will be generally available...
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Interview with Piet Berkhout - 1988





1988 - When the compact disc was introduced at the Dusseldorf Hi-Fi Exhibition in 1982 it came as an revelation. Digital recording on an optical medium was something really new...
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The story about the Philips logo




The exact form of Philips' shield emblem and the Philips wordmark as we know them today was defined in 1968. Before this date there were many variations of both...
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The evolution of the Philips CD mechanism




The Philips drive mechanism, which have won the hearts of audiophiles the world over, is older than the CD player that appeared in 1982. With only a few exceptions...
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Evolution of Philips d/a converters & digital filters




Step into the realm of audio evolution as we delve into the iconic Philips TDA1540 DAC and its successors. From the early days of digital sound with the 14-bit resolution TDA1540, to the groundbreaking advancements of the 16-bit TDA1541 series, each iteration has left an indelible mark on the world of high-fidelity sound. Explore the unique experiments and technological ...
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Philips modelling tools for CD Module CDM3




When the design of a new product becomes more detailed the tools that predict the behaviour should contain more detailed information as well. In this stage...
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The birth of a new technology - Francois Dierckx




This article traces back the history of the Compact Disc as seen through the eyes of François Dierckx. As director of division Audio at Philips in Eindhoven...
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Philips honored with IEEE Milestone Award for the development of CD, March 4 2009




IEEE, the world's largest technical professional society, announced today that it will be granting its prestigious IEEE Milestone Award...
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Brochure 1982: The laser




Lasers. The very word conjures up vivid scenes of Star Wars and James Bond. Long lashes of lethal lightning, dealing out...
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E.B.U technical statement D27 requirements for digital audio disks - August 1980




The European Broadcasting Union (E.B.U.) is an association of broadcasting organisations, a primary objective of which is the coordination of the studies made...
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Philips Compact Disc Users Pack




Each Philips Compact Disc player comes with a fully complete Users Pack Besides the operating instructions, the Users Pack has been designed to help...
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IEEE Solid-State Circuits Award - Rudy van de Plassche - 1996




In 1996, van de Plassche received the "Solid State Circuits Award." Since 1983, he has been a member of the Technical Program Committee of the International Solid...
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Philips Home Interactive System




The Philips Home Interactive System began as the convergence of media for activies and tasks in the home office. It was developed by researching people's...
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Compact Disc system ready for launch - 1982




On the even of the market launch of the revolutionary new Compact Disc Digital Audio system in Europe, its availability is eagerly awaited by music lovers ...
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Philips CD100 prototype nr.29




Step back in time with this incredible piece of history - the Philips CD100 Prototype #29. This one-of-a-kind item was once owned by a Philips employee, who kept it in pristine condition for all these years....
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Review Marantz CD17 KI Signature




The Marantz CD 17 KI Signature is the perfect embodiment of the Marantz philosophy - the constant striving for that little bit extra. Last year...
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Review Philips ISP IS5022 mkII Sound Enhancer




The ISP Sound Enhancer consists of two versions: a consumer version and a professional version. The consumer version costs 1900 dollar, the professional one...
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Review Marantz CD73 Compact Disc player - 1984




If you are looking for all the bells and whistles that can possibly be incorporated in a CD player, the Marantz CD73 is probably not for you...
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Straight Wire Audio CDQue broadcast cdplayer




Based on the Philips CD150, the CDQue offers an easy-to-cue, remote-controllable varispeed CD player with professional features...
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Philips LHH7920 - The comprehensive CD archive




Wherever noises or sound effects are used and processed, the sound engineer faces three major problems...
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Philips Compact Disc press kit & introduction March 1983




The compact disc - the biggest technological breakthrough in home listering since stereo - is launched in Britain this week...
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The making of the Philips CD880 cdplayer - 1989




The Philips CD880 cdplayer. Over three-quarters of its parts are made by Philips itself or by its contract suppliers, including the circuit boards...
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Awards for Philips Compact Disc scientists Gijs Bouwhuis, Piet Kramer and Klaas Compaan - 1986




Early this year eleven scientists from the UK, the Netherlands and the USA who have made outstanding contributions...
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First impressons of the Compact Disc at the Japan Audio Fair - 1981




The Japan Audio Fair in Tokyo and the Audio Engineering Society Convention in New York reliably forecast the Winter CES...
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Philips DSS930 - 1993




In recent years, most audio components have benefited, at least to some degree, from the use of digital circuitry. No truly digital speaker has yet been created...
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Philips introduces the LHH0425 CD subcode processor/editor - 1984




Philips' new CD- Subcode Processor /Editor, the LHH 0425, offers extensive operational facilities for Compact Disc program production houses, and enables significant...
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Philips - Studer joint venture - April 1986




DALLAS April 1986 - Willy Studer A.G. and N.V. Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken announced plans last Monday at the National Assn. of Broadcasters convention...
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Philips LHH2000 broadcast cdplayer - studio photos





July 1986 - "Digital" has become the catchword of the decade, with stations clamoring to play the latest CD releases. But promotional benefits aside, are compact discs...
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Marantz DPM7 Amplifier prototype





The Marantz DPM7 was build in 1985 as an all-digital amplifier. It was never sold on the market. The DPM7 eventually saw the light of day in 1991 as the AX1000...
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Philips oversampling system for compact disc decoding





April 1984 - The sampling process which converts a digital audio signal from binary numbers back to its original analog form generates spurious frequencies, which must be...
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Philips CD350 cdplayer




With a width of 42 cm and a height of less than 9 cm, the Philips CD350 compact disc player is perfectly suitable for almost any audio rack. It's a great addition to the Philips HiFi rack system F 258....
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New technology - Digital Audio Disc - March 1982





March 1982 - So far, digital -audio recording technology has confined itself to tape. Now, digital discs are about to make Their debut...
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Record player of the future - November 1979




November 1972 - Imagine arecord album that will play non -stop for an hour, is small enough to fit in a coat pocket, never wears out or deteriorates with abuse, and, best of all...
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Philips Pinkeltje




Enjoy new photos of the very first Philips prototype cdplayer, 'Pinkeltje', which Philips showed the world in March 1979
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For sale

For sale: Marantz CD16 Exclusive - 2x Philips TDA1547, CDM4 cdmechnism




This Marantz CD16 Exclusive is for sale. A true classic. Based on the regular CD16, this Exclusive is developed by Rainer Finck for the German market. The Exclusive version was produced at the end of 1995 in a limited edition of 300.
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Philips test unit to establish the Compact Disc format




DutchAudioClassics is proud to have obtained photos of a test unit which Philips used to perform tests in order to finalize the Compact Disc format.
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Philips CDR001 cd recorder prototype




Very interesting to see how this prototype was built. If anyone has any information about this prototype, please contact us..
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Philips SCD2000 multichannel SACD player prototype




The Philips scd2000 is an handmade multichannel SACD player prototype, build in the year 2000. A stunning looking machine. Only 2 exists. It was used by Philips to demonstrate the new multichannel SACD format..
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Philips DCC portable player prototypes




They both look somewhat the same. A large LCD screen at the left side, and a DCC-cassette-holder with glass/plastic so you are able to see which cassette is inside the portable. The both look very compact...
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Philips DCC850 DCC recorder prototype




Designed with the aesthetics of the 800 series, the DCC850 Prototype offers a glimpse into an alternate timeline where Digital Compact Cassette (DCC) technology made its debut in the 800 series lineup...
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1983 - Mastering a new concept in sound




Philips Compact Disc Digital Audio represent an outstanding advance in audio technology. It enables standards of reproduction, previously unattainable through traditional recording, mastering, and replication methods, to become a reality.
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Polygram demonstration sampler compact discs




Polygram demonstration compact discs were issued by Philips through its Polygram Records affiliate. These samplers were issued to promote the new Compact Disc format.
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Marantz DPM7 digital amplifier prototype




The Marantz DPM7 digital amplifier prototype. Build in 1985 as an all-digital amplifier. The DPM7 eventually saw the light of day in 1991 as the AX1000 'audio computer'.
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Marantz CD16 Exclusive




The Marantz CD-16 exclusive is a special edition of the Marantz CD-16 produced specially for the German market developed by Rainer Finck. It was produced at the end of 1995 in a limited edition of 300.
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In memoriam Ken Ishiwata (1947 - 2019)

Because Music. Matters




Ken Ishiwata was undoubtedly one of the greatest characters to grace the modern hi-fi world. He was a huge personality, yet emerged from...
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Philips TDA1541A d/a converter

All information about the Philips TDA1541A d/a converter




The TDA1541A is a stereo 16-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The ingenious design of the electronic circuit guarantees a high performance...
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Philips TDA1540 d/a converter




The Philips TDA1540 is a monolithic integrated 14-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC). It incorporates a 14-bit input shift register with output...
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Philips & Marantz Prototypes




Watch photos of our large collection Philips and Marantz prototypes.
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Philips Compact Disc history and technology (1984)




Compact Disc is the new digital audio medium that uses advanced computer technology to encode up to around 8O minutes of uninterrupted programme material on a disc only 12 cm in diameter...
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The basics of digital audio on disc




In digital audio, once sound has been converted by microphones into electrical signals, there is no attempt to replicate the shape of those electrical signals as in conventional LP records...
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History of the HDAM modules




The original Hyper Dynamic Amplifier Module (HDAM) was first used in the PM-99SE integrated amplifier in 1992. The HDAM is a stamp-sized high-performance...
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Ken Ishiwata




Ken Ishiwata, a key name behind the Marantz success story in Europe, talks to Ivor Hiunphreys oday's music is very much involved with electronics...
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Interview with Ken Ishiwata




Hi-Fi News’ Editor Steve Fairclough recently visited Marantz’s European HQ in Holland to talk to the company’s famous audio guru Ken Ishiwata. Here is the full interview – only available online...
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Philips DAT880 DAT recorder prototype




The Philips DAT880, developed in 1987/1988, is a remarkable piece of audio technology and a testament to the innovation of its time. As one of the first test models of the Digital Audio Tape (DAT) format...
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Philips LHH0502 Professional Compact Discs Reproduction System




This Top player looks like a medium-sized computer system and has as much together with a conventional player as a Porsche 956 with a Golf GTI. CD innovator Philips has developed and built this perfect CD player...
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Philips LHH0400 CD-Master Recording System




Philips Compact Disc Digital Audio represent an outstanding advance in audio technology. It enables standards of reproduction, previously unattainable through traditional recording, mastering, and replication methods...
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Philips LHH0401 Compact Disc Encoder




Philips Compact Disc Digital Audio represent an outstanding advance in audio technology. It enables standards of reproduction, previously unattainable through traditional recording, mastering...
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Philips LHH0426 Compact Disc Universal Inspection Player




The Philips LHH0426 Universal Inspection Players forms the main part of a test system that enables extensive measurements on Compact Disc Masters, Shells, Stampers, and Replicas. Measurements...
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Philips LHH0501 Professional CDPlayer System




The Philips LHH0501 Professional Compact Disc Player System provides extensive facilities in sound reproduction and editing. It comprises two professional quality compact disc players,...
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Philips LHH2000 broadcast cdplayer - studio photos




Take a step back in time and relive the golden age of radio broadcasting with our collection of vintage photos featuring the iconic Philips LHH2000 studio CD player....
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